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Summary 

Biotensegrity recognizes that complex living structures result from interacNons between some basic 

principles of self-organizaNon and that these apply to everything from the smallest of molecules to 

the complete organism. Each one is a physical representaNon of the invisible forces that led to its 

formaNon and conNnue to flow through it. It thus appreciates the fascia as a conNnuous, 

heterarchical tension system containing mulN-level sub-systems (compartments) under compression, 

with the mechanics described through a complex system of closed-chain kinemaNcs operaNng within 

a global tensegrity configuraNon at every level. An appreciaNon of biotensegrity increases our 

understanding of what is taking place within the body and thus has the potenNal to improve 

therapeuNc protocols and movement training. 

Key Point 1: Biological structures emerge from interacNons between some basic principles of self-

organizaNon. 

Key Point 2: Fascia is a tensioned network encapsulaNng a complex heterarchical system of Nssue 

compartments under compression. 

Key Point 3: The mechanics of fascia are based on a body-wide system of closed-chain kinemaNcs 

operaNng within a tensegrity configuraNon at every level. 

Chapter contents: IntroducNon; Biotensegrity; The tensegrity model; The mechanics of fascia. 

IntroducBon 

Fascia is the fabric of the body; not the vestments covering the corpus but the material that gives it 

form: the warp and the weU. Muscle and bone, liver and lung, gut and urinary, brain and endocrine 

are all embroidered into the fascial web. It is a conNnuum, a Nssue that emerges from the simple-

celled embryo and evolves into a complex structural heterarchy that pervades the enNre organism 

(Simon, 1962); from the intersNNum that surrounds virtually every cell in the body to the 



extracellular matrix and fascial network with all their specialized variaNons (see chapter 3.6). In fact, 

all the ‘connecNve Nssues’ developed out of the embryonic mesenchyme, which means that the 

structures we label as muscles, bones, tendons, ligaments and fascia etc. are all derived from what is 

essenNally the same Nssue. As a result, it is likely that they share some similariNes in their behavior 

with biotensegrity currently represenNng the most comprehensive approach to explaining this: the 

mechanics of fascia. 

Biotensegrity 

The biotensegrity concept recognizes that all living structures result from interacNons between some 

basic principles of self-organizaNon, or rules of physics, and that that these apply to everything from 

the smallest of molecules to the complete organism (Key Point 1) (Levin, 2016; MarNn, 2016; Scarr, 

2018). At the most basic level, atoms interact with each other in different ways that can be 

categorized as those that a_ract and those that repel (van der Waal’s forces, covalency, hydrogen-

bonding and steric-repulsion etc.), and they spontaneously organize themselves into the most stable 

and energy-efficient configuraNons to form rigid crystals and flexible molecules. Each one develops 

as a disNnct structural enNty and effecNvely becomes a physical representaNon of the invisible forces 

that hold it together.  

These structures form as they do because they are constrained by some basic principles of self-

organizaNon - geodesic geometry, close-packing and minimal-energy - and as a_racNon and 

repulsion always operate in conjuncNon with each other, they enable dynamic systems to 

automaNcally move towards a lower and more stable state of energy whenever possible. The same 

principles also apply at higher size-scales where we now refer to these invisible forces as tension and 

compression and are able to physically model their interacNons (Connelly and Back, 1989).  

The tensegrity model 

Fig. 1A shows a tensegrity structure consisNng of six compression struts suspended within a 

tensioned network of cables, where the reciprocal acNon of these forces balances and maintains its 

parNcular shape. Each structural element is either under tension or compression, which means that 

tensegrity models are also displays of the invisible forces that hold them together: a three-

dimensional ‘diagram of forces’ in mechanical terms (Fuller, 1975; Heartney, 2009) (Fig. 1B).  



 

Fig. 1A) Tensegrity model (T-icosahedron/T-icosa) showing isolated compression struts suspended 

within the global tension network of cables (photo ©Rory James, reproduced from Scarr, 2018); (B) 

the vectored diagram of forces. 

They are geodesics because their structural elements transfer these forces over the shortest 

distance; they are close-packed because their component parts automaNcally get as close as they 

can to each other; and they naturally balance in the simplest state of minimal energy. Such models 

are strong, light in weight, flexible and resilient. They can change shape with the minimum of effort 

and always return to the same posiNon of stable equilibrium (dynamic stability), and their physical 

properNes are very similar to living Nssues. Each part is mechanically integrated with all the others so 

that when one part moves, everything is involved thus enabling forces, power and informaNon to be 

transferred from one part of the system to another in a controlled way.  

To add to this, each cable and strut could itself be constructed from a modular chain of smaller, 

similar tensegriNes with each individual part maintaining its own structural role within the global 

heterarchy (Fig. 2). Such close-packed configuraNons are intrinsically stable, they opNmize the load 

bearing ability and provide an intrinsic mechanism for distribuNng potenNally damaging stresses 

throughout the structure (Connelly & Back, 1998). They are also ubiquitous in biology, where each 

‘part’ is made from smaller parts, smaller parts, smaller parts... with each one nested and integrated 

within all those surrounding it to form a complete structural and funcNonal unit (Reilly and Ingber, 

2018). So, although living organisms appear to be highly complicated, both the simple tensegrity 

model and complex anatomy are formed through the combined acNons of these physical forces and 

the same principles of self-organizaNon, as outlined by Thompson (1917); but there is a problem. 



  

Fig. 2 Modular tensegriNes showing how the same configuraNon can repeat itself at mulNple levels 

within the global heterarchy. 

Orthodox biomechanics 

Current biomechanical theory is based on the laws of classical mechanics as formulated by Galilei, 

Newton and Hooke etc., and applied to the behaviour of man-made machines from the Seventeenth 

Century (Borelli, 1680), and it has remained largely unchanged ever since. The problem is that these 

‘rules’ were discovered on inanimate objects and they don’t necessarily apply to the non-linear 

dynamics of living Nssues (Figure 3).  

  

Fig. 3 Typical stress/strain curves for elasNc materials that follow A) standard mechanical theory; and 

B) the non-linear dynamics of tensegrity and living Nssues - note that the curve origin does not start 

from zero stress. Modified from Scarr G. 2020. ©Elsevier. 

For example, biomechanics has taken the more ‘verNcal’ part of the stress/strain curve to be a 

straight-line purely because this simplifies the analysis, but it is a fudge!  

“True linearity does not exist in biology - not even as an approximaNon. Such a living system that is 

so profoundly complex at all its different levels and size-scales (10-9 - 101 m) cannot behave in a linear 

way – it is fundamentally impossible” (Blyum, 2020). In addiNon, the non-linear curve never reaches 

zero stress because of the intrinsic tension contained within the system (Schleip & Klingler, 2019). 



From a biotensegrity perspecNve, it is much more likely that biological structures operate within the 

more ‘horizontal’ low-stress/strain region where they will be more responsive, consume less energy 

and operate more efficiently (Levin, 2016). 

The lever-theory of joint moNon (Borelli, 1680) also presents a problem because such mechanisms 

inherently generate bending moments, shear-stresses and potenNally damaging stress-

concentraNons (this is not the case in tensegrity configuraNons), and it is most unlikely that 

developing Nssues would be able to withstand the disastrous consequences of these (Levin, 2016). In 

addiNon, bones do not revolve around the fixed fulcrum of a lever, the mechanical behavior of 

cadavers is not the same as in living Nssues, and the role of connecNve Nssues is frequently ignored 

in the analysis. The nervous system is also incapable of controlling the huge complexity of joint 

movements on its own, all of which suggests that something else must be going on (Cabe, 2019). 

These problems have persisted simply because there has been nothing else to explain them, but they 

have led biomechanics down a blind alley from which it is only just starNng to recover. There is 

nothing wrong with classical mechanics, but it should be recognized that its value in a biological 

context is quesNonable because of the kinemaNc indeterminacy inherent within the la_er; 

Biotensegrity now offers a more comprehensive perspecNve that resolves all these issues (Table 1). 

Table 1  

Comparison of properNes of biologic systems, lever mechanics and tensegrity icosahedron 

Biologic systems  Lever systems  Tensegrity icosahedron 

Non-linear   Linear   Non-linear 

Global    Local   Global 

Structurally conNnuous   DisconNnuous  Structurally conNnuous 

Gravity independent  Gravity dependent Gravity independent 

OmnidirecNonal               UnidirecNonal  OmnidirecNonal 

Low energy   High energy  Low energy 

Flexible joints   Rigid joints  Flexible joints 

The mechanics of fascia 

A popular misconcepNon about the structure of the human body, and biotensegrity, is that it is 

simply a system of compressed bones suspended within a tensioned network of muscles and fascia, 

but this view is far too simplisNc. Anatomy is NOT a collecNon of isolated bits that operate in a local 



piecemeal-like way but a complex, fully integrated, nested modular arrangement where the funcNon 

of each part is dependent on all those surrounding it (Fig. 2).  

Fascia is a conNnuous body-wide architectural system containing mulN-level sub-systems, or 

compartments, that ulNmately surround individual cells (Key Point 2). Within the higher-level 

compartments are bones, muscles, lungs, heart, liver and bladder etc. Smaller fascial compartments 

enclose glands, blood vessels, nerves and other Nssues, while individual muscle cells are 

encapsulated within tubular endomysial, perimysial and epimysial compartments.  

All these different ‘compartments’ are regional specializaNons of what is essenNally the same Nssue 

with each one playing a subtly different role. The parenchymal cells within them provide the 

‘power’ (myofiber, cardiac, hepaNc, nerve and adipose etc.) while the fascia contains the cells and 

supports their funcNons. From an embryological, biotensegrity and logical perspecNve, bones must 

then also be considered as compartmental specializaNons of fascia (mineralized but sNll flexible) with 

their own parenchymal cells (osteocytes, osteoblasts and osteoclasts) (Bordoni and Lagana, 2019; 

Levin, 2018).  

The fascia is also conNnuous with tendons, ligaments, aponeuroses and membranes etc., as it is 

within every bone and organ in the body, so that at the microscopic level there is no clear disNncNon 

between where one ends and the other begins (see chapter 3.6). It is intrinsically tensioned (Schleip 

& Klingler, 2019) but cannot operate without a compressional component, which is neatly provided 

by the cells, fluid-bound proteoglycans and other structures within each ‘compartment’. Muscles are 

then not so much ‘organs of movement’ but rather dynamic tensioners of the system. The 

‘mechanics of fascia’ is thus something of a misnomer because the same principles that led to its 

formaNon also express themselves through a unified mechanical system that includes every part of 

the body. 

Closed-chain kinema5cs 

Closed kinemaNc chains (CKCs) have been used in mechanical engineering for hundreds of years 

because they provide a simple and efficient mechanism with mulNple applicaNons; and are also well-

described in biology (Levin et al., 2017). Closed-chain kinemaNcs couple mulNple parts into 

conNnuous mechanical loops with each one influencing the posiNon, moNon and stability of all the 

others in the system and enabling the controlled transfer and amplificaNon (or a_enuaNon) of force, 

speed and kineNc energy. They also describe the basic mechanics of tensegrity (Key Point 3) (Fig. 4). 

KinemaNcs is all about the ‘geometry of moNon’, and the simplest arrangement that enables the 

structure itself to control this is the planar 4-bar, where the length and posiNon of each linkage bar 

determines the mechanical behaviour of all the others in the system, and the changing angular 

relaNonships between them (e.g. α and β) define its characterisNc non-linear properNes. In 

comparison, 3-bar triangular shapes can be relaNvely rigid and are important because of their 



stability, while those with five or more bars can be uncontrollable on their own but are crucial to 

more complicated systems. Note that this mechanical system is not synonymous with exercise 

regimes that take a similar name. 

 

Fig. 4 A) Planar 4-bar closed kinemaNc chain (CKC) system showing the trajectories and limits of three 

moving bars in relaNon to a fixed reference bar, and how the moNon of each bar is controlled by the 

relaNve posiNons of all the others. Modified from Levin et al., 2017, Fig. 1A, ©Elsevier; B) tensegrity 

model highlighNng some of the relaNvely sNff 3-bar ‘tension triangles’ (white, 2-D) that allow the 

non-planar 4-bar CKCs (blue do_ed, 3-D) to change shape in a controlled way. ©Rory James, 

reproduced from Scarr G. 2018, Fig. 4.8B, Handspring. 

At first sight, these closed-chain linkages might appear to be just complex lever systems, but this is 

not the case in a biological context where every bar and connecNon between them (‘pin-joint’) 

consists of mulNple structures acNng within their own CKC sub-systems (Fig. 2). Each one will be 

acNve in either tension or compression (at that parNcular size-scale) and evoluNonarily developed in 

response to the forces flowing through it. There is thus no true fulcrum or bending-moment around 

which a lever can act, and ‘automaNc shiUing-suspension mechanism’ might be a be_er descripNon. 

The mechanics of CKCs in a biotensegrity context apply equally well to the omnidirecNonal 

interacNons within and between different molecules, cells, Nssues (e.g., fascia), joints and the whole 

body, with their non-linear responses intrinsically related to the heterarchical geometry (Fig. 3B). Like 

a pantograph, they enable such systems to amplify (or a_enuate) force, speed and kineNc energy, 

and thus operate much faster than muscles can contract with the structure itself guiding moNon. As 

the posiNonal status of each ‘joint’ is dependent on the interacNons between a vast number of 

different fascia-linked Nssues, the effect of every muscle contracNon can then become distributed 

over a wide anatomical field. Conversely, mulNple muscles can transfer and concentrate their power 

through the CKC system and cause movement pa_erns that might otherwise seem impossible. 

Such configuraNons allow the body to respond instantly to rapidly changing condiNons and regulate 

complex movements in ways that are beyond the sole capability of the nervous system (Cabe, 2019). 

Where control and the processing of informaNon (force and direcNon) are embedded within the 

structure itself and allow the system to perform its own logic computaNons in synergy with the 



neurology. CKC arrangements also have disNnct evoluNonary advantages as they enable mulNple 

mechanical funcNons to become opNmized throughout the enNre system during embryological 

development and provide a mechanism for increasing diversity (Levin et al., 2017; Scarr, 2018). 

Biotensegrity recognizes that living organisms are physical representaNons of a complex balance of 

invisible force vectors, and that it is the efficient separaNon of tension and compression into different 

structural modules (bars) that enables them to change shape with the minimum of effort and remain 

completely stable throughout (dynamic stability). CKC mechanics enable the structural system to 

efficiently distribute forces over a wide variety of different pathways and compensate for any deficits 

that arise within the system. As a degenerate system, it would also enable the co-operaNon of 

fundamentally different components to produce consistently reliable outputs under diversely 

fluctuaNng condiNons (Wilson and Kiely, 2016). 

Whenever nature uses the same strategy in a variety of different situaNons there is probably an 

underlying energeNc advantage to its appearance, and embryological development and evoluNon 

consistently favor those pa_erns and shapes that are the most efficient in terms of stability, 

materials and mass. Biology is not dependent on those contrived laws that govern the behaviour of 

man-made machines (e.g. lever theory) but conforms more to the newly-emerging physics of soU-

ma_er - the characterisNcs and behavior of bubbles, foams, colloids, polymers and liquid-crystals etc. 

(Hirst,2013).  Biotensegrity now reverses the centuries-old concept of the skeleton as the ‘frame 

upon which the soU Nssue is draped’ and replaces it with an integrated, dynamic and mulN-level 

fascial heterarchy fit for 21st Century biomechanics. 
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